More than **40 people** from multiple departments across the Adler were involved in bringing this exhibition to life.

Over **60 museum guests** were interviewed to help shape the exhibit experience.

*Stargazers Hub* is Curator Katie Boyce-Jacino’s **first curatorial project** at the Adler.

The exhibition had **29 titles** before becoming *Stargazers Hub*.

All of the design, graphics, graphic installation, and painting for the exhibition was done by our in-house designers.

There are about **50 of the Adler’s collections objects** on display.

About **1/3 of the objects** included have never been on exhibit before.

The oldest object is an astrolabe from the **14th century**.

The original **1930 terrazzo** tile floor has been uncovered for the first time in decades and includes an elaborate compass rose inset into the tile.

It took **15 months** to create *Stargazers Hub* from start to finish: people got engaged, babies were born, pets were adopted—one even became the inspiration for a section of the exhibition.